
Eco Warriors Minutes 29.03.23 

Attendees: Dixie, Dolly, Caine, Tillie, Gracie, Hollie, 

Jemima, Katie 

Apologies: Aiden and Bonnie 

1. Announcements 

• Big walk and wheel – Katie, Dixie, Dolly and Tillie to take the 

form around classes the next two days to find out how children 

have travelled to school 

 

2. Discussion  

Eco Ideas/ Suggestions from classes? 

Hollie warned everyone about seeds and things blowing in the 

air as one went into her eye when she was outside.  

Caine wants a fence around the trees, eco disco to raise 

awareness and talk about water to the cool. Miss Evans 

responded she wants children to write down suggestions and 

ideas children have in each class to feedback in these 

meetings. 

Tillie – reminding everyone to put their rubbish in the bins  

Hollie suggested we did another litter pick. We did this during 

today’s meeting. She also reminded everyone about taking the 

fruit peelings on your day and to have the playground posters 

outside in the notice boards. 

Miss Evans put forward our action plan and our next action is 

to reduce energy usage in the school. We came up with the idea 

of ‘Black Out Day’ that Mrs Thomas had seen happen in her 

son’s school. Miss Evans will confirm a good day for this with 

Mrs Foulkes and discuss how to find out our energy meter to 

see how much we use on an average day.  

3. Actions 

To find where the playground posters are and ensure they are 

being played. 



Black out day – a day where the lights are off, no boards are 

used or electrical devices, as much as possible children will not 

use electricity. This will be planned in advance to ensure 

planning is made appropriately.  

Children went out onto the yard to litter pick and this was only 

half a bag of rubbish, very happy! 

 

4. To do for next week:  

• New Eco Code to be displayed on the website and around the 

school.  

• Get a date for blackout day and discuss with staff logistics 

with planning 

• Playground posters to be put in the noticeboards outside. 


